
Xerox® DocuMate™ 4830i 
Versatile scanning solution for large documents

High Volume and  
Performance Solution
The Xerox® DocuMate™ 4830i scanner is 
an effective way to manage large-sized 
documents and import them to a content 
management solution in a single step. The 
DocuMate™ 4830i offers an attractive price, 
outstanding performance and exceptional 
reliability for corporate workgroups and 
departments, and small or medium-sized 
businesses. 

The DocuMate™ 4830i has a friendly 
interface that allows the user to simply 
insert their document, and then press the 
Simplex or Duplex button on the front panel 
to initiate scanning and automatically email, 
print, convert or share their file. The buttons 
are preset at the optimal resolution, colour 
depth, file format and paper size for common 
scanning tasks, but of course can be easily 
changed at any time.

The versatile scanner features a 2-way  
design that accommodates a wide variety  
of documents.

Secure and Reliable
Regulatory compliance requirements 
have dramatically increased the need for 
companies to implement reliable records 
management. Document capture solutions 
have also been essential to meet the 
everyday document imaging needs of paper 
intensive offices.

The DocuMate™ 4830i includes software 
tools to edit, crop and retouch scanned 
images and organise the files into folders. 
With the touch of a button, users are able 
to scan and automatically store, optical 
character recognition (OCR), print, attach or 
view their documents in a range of locations 
from their desktop to their storage cloud.

Businesses ranging from (not limited to) 
healthcare, transportation and industrial 
manufacturing markets that handle and 
manage substantial quantities of paper will 
immediately appreciate the functionality and 
reliability of the DocuMate™ 4830i. 

•  Perfect for a wide variety of 
documents, up to A3 size

• 50 ppm in simplex and 100 ipm  
in duplex*

• Ultrasonic double feed detection
• One Touch scanning to any of 9 

destinations at the touch of a button
• Create searchable PDF files making 

scanned documents easy to find
• Automatic image enhancement tools 

without the need of user intervention

 * Landscape at 300 dpi b/w & grayscale

DADF – For efficient 
scanning of forms, 
invoices, or standard 
documents

Flatbed – For convenient 
scanning of fragile 
documents and 
accommodates even  
thick books  up to  
A3 size
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Visioneer® 
OneTouch
OneTouch provides the most efficient ease-of-
use scanning experience to improve your work 
flow. OneTouch enables the Xerox® DocuMate™ 
4830i scanner to send your scanned documents 
to nearly any destination of your choice all 
at the touch of a button. The files can be 
automatically delivered to a specific folder, 
email, Microsoft Office Application, a local or 
network printer, a custom application or your 
cloud storage.

Acuity

With the use of advanced algorithms and 
dynamic thresholding, Acuity aims to improve 
the visual clarity of every document that you 
scan. This technology enables your scanner 
to instantly correct documents containing 

imperfections, it improves the overall quality 
of scanned images, increases increases  
OCR accuracy and most importantly saves 
your time.

DriverPLUS

DriverPLUS is a new generation of innovative 
driver technology for Xerox® DocuMate™ 
scanners that enables a superior experience 
for both users and system integrators.  
DriverPLUS is based on the most current 
TWAIN 2.2 specifications, and combines the 
features of advanced 32- and 64-bit native 
Windows-based TWAIN and WIA drivers.

Nuance®

OmniPage® Pro 
OmniPage Pro provides a precise OCR 
and layout retention solution that quickly 

Xerox® DocuMate™ 4830i Product Specifications

Type Desktop DADF with Flatbed 

Scan Speed (Landscape @ 200 and 300 dpi b/w & grayscale) 50 ppm simplex / 100 ipm duplex

Scan Speed (Landscape @ 200 and 300 dpi colour) 30 ppm simplex / 60 ipm duplex

Scan Method Fast DADF and Simplex Single-pass Flatbed

Imaging Sensor CIS (Contact Image Sensor)

Light Source LED (Light Emitting Diode), instant on 

Background Colour DADF: Gray Flatbed: Black

Optical Resolution 600 dpi

Output Bit Depth 24-bit colour, 8-bit grayscale, 1-bit black & white

Interface Hi-Speed USB (2.0), compatible with USB (1.1)

Detection Ultrasonic double feed detection

Dimensions 22.9"(w) x 19.6"(d) x 7.6"(h) (581 x 499 x 194 mm)

Weight 26.4 lb (12 kg)

Maximum Flatbed Scanning Area 11.7" x 16.5" (297 x 420 mm)

DADF Maximum Document Size 11.7" x 118" (297 x 2997 mm)

DADF Minimum Document Size 4" x 4.13" (102 x 105 mm) 

DADF Capacity 75 sheets (20 lb  / 75-80 g/m2 paper)

Duty Cycle 3,000 pages/day

Minimum System Requirements
• Intel® Pentium® 4
• Windows 8 / 7 / Vista® / XP®

• 2GB RAM
• 350 MB available hard drive space
• DVD-ROM drive
• USB 2.0 port

Software
• Nuance OmniPage Pro
• Nuance PDF Converter Pro
• Office Gemini Dokmee Capture**
• Visioneer OneTouch
• Visioneer Acuity
• Scanner Drivers: Visioneer DriverPLUS 

TWAIN™, ISIS®, WIA

**Dokmee Capture is not supported on Microsoft Windows XP

transforms scanned documents into editable 
and formatted text. The text can then be used 
in virtually any word processing, desktop or 
web publishing program.  

PDF Converter

Nuance PDF Converter is the smarter PDF 
software choice for businesses. It combines 
superior Microsoft Office Support, powerful 
functionality, built-in intelligence, DMS 
integration and intuitive ease of use. Nuance 
PDF converter provides everything you need 
in order to create, convert, edit, assemble and 
securely share PDF files.

Office Gemini® 
Dokmee Capture

Dokmee Capture high production scanning 
software provides all the features required for 
document capture, processing and reporting. It 
allows businesses both large and small to easily 
convert their scanned documents into digital 
files, capture images and data contained in 
them, and then transform it into organised 
searchable information. This mission-critical 
business information is then placed into a 
centralised location to be easily searched, 
stored and retrieved when needed.

Original Raw Scan Acuity Enhanced Scan

Image Enhancement

Xerox® DocuMate™ 4830i Software Solutions

For more information or detailed product specifications, please call or visit us at  
101 Waterloo Road, Macquarie Park, NSW 2113
Australia 1300 172 855
www.fujixerox.com.au


